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Apple today unveiled its new iOS 13 at a developer conference. While there are tons of interesting features such as the dark mode and new photography app, the company has introduced a bunch of features specifically for India. The new version of iOS will bring support for all 22 official Indian languages. In addition, you can specify during the settings if you speak several
languages, and the phone will customize the keyboard, dictation languages, and preferred languages accordingly. Apple also introduced a Romanized Hindi and An English bilingual keyboard that supports predictive text. What's more, iOS 13 also has a Hindi keyboard in the Devnagri script, which also supports typing offers. This is a big deal for Hindi-speaking iPhone users in
India. The company has also introduced system-level fonts for four languages: Gurmuhi, Kannada, Odia and Gujarati. iOS 13 also brings new Indian male and female voices to Siri, which sounds more natural. It also adds download optimization for apps such as Netflix when you use data to download content. Overall, this is a significant range of features for users in India.
However, this is only a small step in a market where Apple has failed to make major strides over its Android competitors. Read next: Apple Xserve Lives on (kinda) in the rack mounted Mac Pro Apple WWDC 2019iOSTechApple Inc.IndiaHindiiOS Google has just released a new Android app called Bolo ('speak' in Hindi), which is designed to help children learn Hindi and English. It
operates completely offline, making it ideal for use in rural areas with poor mobile connectivity, and comes with a friendly voice assistant to guide children through included lessons aimed at elementary school students. The app, which is presented in Hindi, has several stories in both languages suitable for different levels of reading. With the help of Dio, a virtual assistant, children
can learn to read by repeating sentences she reads aloud. If a child finds the word difficult to pronounce, Diya automatically discovers that and helps them before proceeding with the rest of the story. In addition, when children learn English, Diya helps them with the pronunciation and meaning of the word in Hindi. This is a good feature for children whose native language is not
English. Google has described Bolo as its latest charity aimed at people in India. To that end, it doesn't look at monetizing the app in any way; It does not collect any personal data either, and is completely safe for children to use without having to worry about their privacy being invaded. Bolo already has 50 stories in Hindi and 40 in English, and a bunch of word games to
download; The company said works to add more content and support more insights into the app soon. A study published by the nonprofit Annual Report on the State of Education (ASER) Center last year said that only 44 percent of children are enrolled fifth grade is able to read books for second-grade students. As part of its pilot program with nearly 1,000 children, Google said it
observed 64 percent of children demonstrating improved reading skills after using Bolo. Now, with the wider release of the app, the company aims to reach more children across India. You can find out more about the app here and download the app here. Read next: QuadrigaCX has provided another extension to find the lost $134M in the cryptocurrency
AppsGoogleGoogleEnglish languageHindieducationMobile application Hindi is one of the five most popular languages in the world. It is the dominant language in India. Tons of people speak the language, and apparently many people want to learn the language as well. Classroom learning is still preferable for one-on-one time with a real person. However, apps can definitely help
too. Here are the best Hindi learning apps for Android! Drops: Learn HindiDulinaGoGoogle TranslateHelloTalkLearn Hindi FreeMemriseMondlyRosetta StoneSimply Learn HindiTandemPrice: Free /$7.49 per month /$48.99 per year / $109.99 onceDrops is a worthy language learning app. Their other offerings tend to be more popular, but their Hindi app is still as good as the
others. This one focuses more on colloquial Hindi. You will learn the basic words and phrases and expand from there. The app teaches grammar through practice, not rules. So you learn to speak better as you go. The app also includes games, quick lessons and more. The version includes a five-minute limit per day. Paying for the premium version removes this restriction.
Otherwise, the app is pretty good. DuolingoPrice: Free / $9.99 per monthDuolingo is one of the most popular applications for learning the language. It doesn't advertise it, but Hindi is an option in Duolingo. The app uses quick, short sessions for simple learning. You play small games, learn dictionary words and more. This is a fairly effective approach. Duolingo boasts that 34 hours
in the app is equal to a semester of study. At the moment, the entire app is free. There is an additional subscription of $9.99 per month for some extras, but you don't need to enjoy the app. Google TranslatePrice: FreeGoogle Translate is one of the best translation apps on mobile devices. It works well for both travelers and students. You can translate words as you type them. It
includes audio pronunciation as well. There are several other unique features, including a camera feature that translates things like signs and menus in real time and a live translator for conversation. It won't be flat to teach you Hindi and all its subtleties. however, it is extremely valuable as a secondary learning tool, just as you math students use calculators. It's also completely free
and it's hard to argue with that. HelloTalkPrice: Free /$1.99 -$4.99 per month/$21.99-$29.99 a yearHelloTalk is interesting and and and language learning app. It connects you to other people. You teach them your language, and they teach you theirs. The app includes voice and video chats, text messages, picture messages, audio messages and more. There are also more than
100 languages in the app. So it doesn't matter what language you speak or want to learn. This app is usually you covered. This is an excellent secondary research help with other apps like Memrise, Mondly, or Duolingo. The traditional and unconventional approach is a great one-two combo. Learn Hindi FreePrice: Free /$2.99 Recognize Hindi Free is a simple hindi learning app. It
has over 9,000 words and phrases with audio pronunciation examples. It works best as a phrasebook of sorts. You can see the letters from the alphabet, learn phrases quickly, and the app has a decent organization system. There are also quizzes, offline support, and decent search. It will certainly teach you the language, but it may take a little longer than with some of the more
premium options. However, everything helps. MemrisePrice: Free /$9 per month/$59.99 per year Memrise is a popular and powerful language learning app. It uses almost every available method of learning. It has grammar and vocabulary lessons, spoken Hindi lessons, and even a social element where you can talk to people who speak Hindi. You also get autonomous support,
various quizzes and tests to measure qualifications, as well as a pronunciation guide with recordings of actual speakers. Of course, all these features come at a price. However, Memrise is not for passive learning, it is one for serious learning. MondlyPrice: Free/$9.99 per month/$47.99 a yearMondley is another popular and powerful language learning app. It supports a lot of
languages, including Hindi. The app focuses mainly on basic words and phrases. He then enters the colloquial Hindi and begins to build his vocabulary. It's very similar to drops, but it's one grammar lesson. You also get daily problems, audio pronunciation from native speakers, and an adaptive learning feature that gives you more lessons that you tend to do well. Like Memrise,
there is a limited amount of free content and there is a subscription to all the extra stuff. Rosetta StonePrice: Free /$94.99 per year / $199.99 times Rosetta Stone teaches a couple of dozen languages. Hindi is one of those options. Rosetta Stone uses a patented teaching method. It seems to work for people because Rosetta Stone is a popular choice. The app starts with a spoken
Hindi and slowly builds its vocabulary and grammar from there. It also has features that allow you to practice your craft. Rosetta Stone works very well. However, it is also quite expensive. We recommend going for a single price. So you don't have to remember to pay almost $100 a year each year. Just check out HindiPrice: HindiPrice: / Up to $4.99Simpy Learn Hindi, well, a
simple application to study Hindi. This probably works best as a phrasebook rather than a training platform. It includes more than 1,000 common words and phrases in more than 30 categories. Each phrase has its own audio pronunciation as well. You can even slow down playback if you need more time to hear the word. The app also includes quizzes, progress tracking and more.
We recommend this tool as a secondary tutorial along with something like Duolingo, Memrise or Mondly. Fortunately, the app is also relatively inexpensive. TandemPrice: Free/$6.99 per month/$34.99 per yearTandem is very similar to HelloTalk. The app connects you to other language learners around the world. You will learn their language and teach them yours in return. The
community style is quite effective. You also receive audio and video calls, text messages, photo messages and audio messages. You can even choose the theme you want to know about that day. There are also professional teachers available. HelloTalk and Tandem are both pretty decent. Speakly is another option in this space. We recommend them as secondary learning
sources along with a more traditional app. If we missed any great Hindi learning apps for Android, tell us about them in the comments below! You can also click here to check out our latest Android app and game lists! Lists! probability notes in hindi pdf download. probability notes in hindi pdf. probability class 12 notes in hindi. probability class 10 notes in hindi. probability and
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